A recent study shows that chimpanzees remember a movie they viewed one day earlier, and their eye movements show that they anticipate certain actions in that movie before those actions occur by looking to parts of the scene that are about to become relevant to the storyline.
One of my favorite movies, Office
Space, is about a software engineer who does not like his job; among the many reasons for this is that even getting into the office requires touching a door handle that shocks him every day. Later in the movie, he has had enough of that door, and he grabs a drill from a workman standing on a ladder, and unscrews the entire door handle to end this problem. Each time that I see this movie, I anticipate this grabbing of the drill, and my eyes drift to where it is located in the scene even before the actor reaches for it. The reason, of course, is that I remember the scene, and I know what is coming next, and I am preparing for it by locating the drill that the actor soon will grab. This happens all of the time when we re-watch movies, advertisements, or even our own home videos. We look to where we expect certain actions to occur, and we anticipate those actions, all presented on a two-dimensional monitor or screen. And, often we do this after only one experience watching the scene previously. A new study [1] reported in this issue of Current Biology shows that chimpanzees and bonobos, like humans, remember videos they saw only once, and when shown that video again, they anticipate exciting and salient parts of a scene and look in anticipation to where in the scene those events will occur.
In the study of Kano and Hirata [1] , the apes first watched a highly salient scene (the reader can find these scenes online as part of the article's Supplemental Information). In the scene, a human is attacked by a gorilla (played by another human in a costume), and the attacking gorilla emerges from one of two doors. When shown the same video a second time the next day, and with eye-tracking technology monitoring where the apes were looking through the video, the researchers found that the chimpanzees clearly anticipated what was going to happen next. They looked more often toward the door where the gorilla character would eventually emerge during the few seconds before his emergence than they did toward another door or toward that same door during the original viewing of the video (when they could not have known what was going to happen).
It was possible that the apes looked toward that door more, not because they remembered the content of the scene, but rather because they remembered a location within the screen as being relevant. To test this, Kano and Hirata [1] presented a second set of videos. In the first video seen by the apes, the gorilla again appeared, but now the human defended against this attack by reaching out and selecting one of two defensive tools that were spatially separated in one part of the video image. On the second presentation of the video the next day, the same event occurred, but the locations of those two tools were reversed. So, if the apes were remembering reaches to a location, instead of which tool the human used for defense, they would look to the same location onscreen. But, if they remembered the content of the scene, and which tool the human had used before, they would look to its new location. To return to my example, if future versions of Office Space put the ladder on the other side of the actor, I would still look toward it because that is where the relevant item to the scene (the drill) is located. Like me, the apes anticipated what tool the human actor would grab, not where onscreen the actor had reached the day before. They remembered the content of the scene, and at least one specific element that was going to become salient through its selection by the actor. And, again, they did all of this with anticipatory looks in that direction, before the actor's hand moved at all to indicate what would be grabbed.
We know that great apes can anticipate the future, and that they have expectations about what should occur in certain contexts (for example [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). They also remember events they have seen, and some language-trained apes can even comment on relevant parts of those events (for example [7, 8] ). However, the results from Kano and Hirata [1] add something new -a demonstration that apes have knowledge of the stream of events of a unique scene shown to them only once, and only in video form, and they anticipate what comes next. They remembered that event for a long period, and seem to have specific information about the particular upcoming actions during the scene. Of course, eye movements that anticipate events onscreen do not necessarily reflect a conscious awareness or explicit knowledge of what comes next [9, 10] , but there is some reason to think that they might -given that apes and some other nonhuman animals make future-oriented responses and report on past events in an episodic-like fashion (for example [7, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] ).
I have worked with language-trained apes. These apes learned hundreds of lexigram symbols that represented items, actions, places, and individuals [15] [16] [17] [18] . They, too, enjoyed videos of scripted events, particularly those that involved fictitious characters that the caretaking staff would wear during some scripted events. Once, a video was made that involved the character 'Pinky' (a person in a Pink Panther costume) being found in a large food cooler 'stealing' a bunch of bananas and then driving off in a vehicle. After seeing this event on the television, a bonobo named Panbanisha requested that video again (and again!) by using the lexigrams 'Pinky Banana Tv'. Once while showing it to her, I paused the video after the character came out with the bananas, and I asked her what would happen next. She replied on the keyboard 'Car Pinky Bad'. My impression from this (highly anecdotal) event was that she was telling me the character was getting into the car next. The research by Kano and Hirata [1] takes these observations beyond anecdotal and confirms that, at minimum, some apes know what comes next in video scenes, and they anticipate at least the most exciting events. I suspect they have explicit knowledge of these events, and perhaps may even be capable of reporting about what comes next. The continued testing of apes with the enriched and enculturated backgrounds such as those of the apes in the Kano and Hirata [1] study can provide an answer to that question.
